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Corrosion inhibition of locally de-passivated surfaces by DFT
study of 2-mercaptobenzothiazole on copper
Fatah Chiter 1✉, Dominique Costa1, Vincent Maurice1 and Philippe Marcus 1✉

Investigating the interaction of organic inhibitors with metal and alloy surfaces is crucial for an atomic-scale understanding of their
protection efficiency, particularly on the initiation of localized corrosion by pitting. Quantum chemical DFT calculations were
performed to optimize the constructed model of a depassivated copper surface and to study the adsorption of
2-mercaptobenzothiazole (MBT), on different zones exposed by local depassivation. Reactive sites exist at the metal surface, at the
oxide surface, as well as on the oxide edges and oxide walls. The surface-reactive sites are the unsaturated and saturated copper
atoms and singly and doubly unsaturated oxygen atoms of the oxide, and the copper atoms of the metal. The sulfur (Sexo and Sendo)
and nitrogen (N or NH) atoms are the reactive sites in the molecules. MBT can covalently bond to the oxide surface as well as to the
oxide edges, oxide walls, and metal surface exposed by depassivation. For the thione species, local adsorption strength decreases
as oxide edges > oxide surface >metal surface > oxide walls, suggesting that MBT heals the low coordinated sites. For the thiolate
species, adsorption strength is similar on the different area, except the oxide walls. The results show the ability of the inhibitor to
interact on different zones of a locally depassivated surface and to form a strongly adsorbed organic film, which can block the
initiation of localized corrosion by enhancing the interfacial barrier properties, including in the local surface areas incompletely
passivated or locally damaged by depassivation.
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INTRODUCTION
The use of organic inhibitors is one of the major ways to mitigate
the corrosion of metals and alloys1–3. The inhibitor adsorbs on the
metal (or alloy) surface, forming a protective film. This organic film
acts as a physical and/or chemical barrier against diffusion of
aggressive species from the environment to the metal or alloy
substrate and can prevent its dissolution. Numerous experimen-
tal3–5 and theoretical works6–9 have been carried out to show the
efficiency of various organic compounds as corrosion inhibitors to
protect the metal and also for a better understanding of the
inhibitor-surface interaction, as well as the inhibition mechanisms.
Among the organic corrosion inhibitors, 2-mercaptobenzothiazole

(MBT) has been shown to improve the corrosion resistance of metal
and alloys, using various experimental techniques and conditions10–32.
The mechanisms of MBT/surface interaction are complex because (i)
the MBT molecule presents different active sites (S, N, and NH) that
may interact differently with the surface, (ii) MBT may be present in
various forms (thiol, thione, and anionic), (iii) the metal may exhibit
different surface states (metallic, oxidized, i.e., passivated by a surface
oxide, or partially oxidized states). All these factors play a key role on
the reactivity and efficiency of the inhibitors.
On copper, numerous studies in different experimental condi-

tions33–37 showed that the adsorption of MBT molecule on copper
surface improves the protection of the metal against corrosion and
acts as mixed-type (i.e., anodic and cathodic) inhibitor35,36,38–40. The
characteristics of the organic film depend on the stability domain
and the thickness of the passivating surface oxide34,41. In the
Cu2O-stability domain (pH > 4), the organic films exhibit monolayer
thickness, whereas in the Cu2O-instability domain (pH < 3), they
exhibit multilayer thickness34. The presence of the copper ions in the
solutions allows to increase the thickness of the protective film to any
desired value34. MBT organic layers formed on the oxide free Cu

surface prevent oxide formation in solution42 and at ultralow
pressure in gas phase43,44. Some works suggest that the interaction
mechanism consists in direct surface reaction between MBT and
copper33 or from precipitation of Cu–MBT complex34,35.
Experimentally, the adsorption of MBT on Cu surface was

concluded to involve both N and S atoms38,41. However, Woods
et al.27 reported that the interaction of MBT with copper, silver,
and gold surfaces involves only the bonding between the
exocyclic S and metal atoms. In controlled experimental condi-
tions at the atomic scale, the bonding via the two S atoms to Cu
atoms was also concluded for adsorption in the monolayer from
the gas phase on oxide-free Cu(111) surfaces43,44. In contrast,
Shahrabi et al.39 supposed that the bonding between inhibitor
molecules and copper surface is only via electrostatic interactions.
In order to understand the adsorbate–metal-interaction details,

quantum chemical DFT modeling can be performed in correlation
with the experimental conditions. The model of a Cu(hkl) metal
slab is used to mimic the copper surface chemical state in acidic
solutions (pH < 5)45,46, in alkaline solutions in the underpotential
range of oxide formation47–49, and at ultra low pressure in gas
phase43,44. For example, MBT was found to better protect the Cu
(220) surface than Cu(200) and Cu(111) surfaces in the metallic
state at low Cl concentration, due to the higher chemical activity
of (220) face50. The results were correlated to density functional
theory (DFT) calculations and showed that MBT is adsorbed via
chemical bonding on Cu(220) surface, involving the two sulfur
atoms, while it was physically bonded via electrostatic interactions
on Cu(200) and Cu(111) surfaces50. Vernack et al.51 investigated by
DFT the adsorption of MBT under different species (thiol, thione,
and thiolate) on the Cu(111) metallic surface. They concluded that
the molecules can be strongly adsorbed in a perpendicular
orientation at high coverage, bonded via the terminal S atom. The
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thiolate species forms a more stable film on Cu(111) surface,
adopting a (3 × 3) superstructure.
In contrast, computational models composed of non supported

Cu2O(111)52–55 and supported Cu(111)∣∣Cu2O(111)56 oxide sur-
faces are used to study adsorption on oxidized copper surfaces.
The models reproduce the electrochemical state of oxidized
copper surface57–61. Recently, in order to gain atomic-scale insight
into the corrosion inhibition properties of MBT and MBI molecules
on the most realistic interfacial model, we performed quantum
chemical DFT calculations of the interaction of molecules on the
passivated copper surfaces (Cu(111) surface covered by an
ultrathin Cu2O(111) oxide)62,63. For both thione (MBTH) and
thiolate (MBT∘) forms of MBT inhibitor, the formation of a full
monolayer (ML) was demonstrated and the thiolate form had the
strongest adsorption bonding. MBTH was found to bind covalently
on the oxidized copper surface via the exocyclic S atom and to
form an H-bond via the NH group, whereas MBT∘ was found to
form two covalent bonds via the exocyclic S and N atoms. We also
showed that both forms of MBT can form organic layers by
substitution of water and OH group at the hydrated and
hydroxylated Cu2O surface, respectively62.
The adsorption of MBT and the formation of organic films on

metallic, passivated and oxidized copper surfaces is well
established. Whereas information at the atomic scale on well-
defined metal-surface terminations is precious, they are not
sufficient to understand the adsorption behavior of the inhibitor
molecule on an incompletely passivated metal surface, i.e.,
partially covered by a surface oxide, and especially at the metal/
oxide borders. An incompletely passivated surface may exist if
oxide growth does not saturate the metal substrate or if the metal
substrate has been locally exposed as a result of local breakdown

of passivity caused by aggressive agents or mechanical loading. In
other words, whether an inhibitor molecule can efficiently heal a
depassivated zone and protect it from pit nucleation remains, to
the best of our knowledge, a key, unanswered question.
In the present work, we addressed this question with MBT on

partially depassivated copper as a first step toward the atomic-
scale understanding of the prevention of the initiation of localized
corrosion by pitting. Quantum chemical DFT calculations were
applied to the adsorption of MBT in thione or thiolate forms on a
model of the copper surface incompletely covered by a surface
oxide film. A Cu(111) surface covered by an ultrathin Cu2O oxide
film (Cu(111)∣∣Cu2O(111)) derived from experimental data was
used for the modeling of the incompletely passivated copper
surface. The MBT species were adsorbed to form a monolayer at
high coverage. We investigated structural, energetic, and electro-
nic properties of the adsorption configurations.

RESULTS
Partially oxide-covered copper surface (Cu(111)∣∣Cu2O(111)-
hole model)
Our aim in this work is to study the adsorption of the organic
inhibitor on the incompletely passivated or locally depassivated
copper surface, locally exposing copper metal, and thus suscep-
tible to the initiation of pitting in aggressive environments. Such a
situation can occur if the growth of the passive film does not
saturate the surface (incomplete passivation), or after local
breakdown at the most fragile sites of the passive film (local
depassivation). It leads to the presence of different local areas on
the partially oxide-covered surface, with different reactivities. The
surface exposes metal and oxide, as well as oxide edges and oxide
walls in the interfacial areas between the metal and oxide parts,
like illustrated in Fig. 1. Therefore, the adsorption properties of the
molecules on these different parts of the partially oxide-covered
copper will be dissimilar, and we can expect the corrosion-
inhibition mechanism to differ depending on the local bonding
and adsorption capability of the molecules. Molecules that would
fully heal the defect would be best inhibitors.
Modeling partially oxide-covered metal surfaces remains a great

challenge for periodic calculations based on DFT, due to the large
size of the systems (in the order of nanometer), which requires
considerable resources and calculation times. We opted for the
formation of a hole in the surface oxide initially covering the metal
surface as shown in Fig. 1a–c. This system is well adapted to
describe incomplete passivation of local depassivation and allows
for the investigation of the adsorption of the organic molecules on
the different parts of the partially oxide-covered surface, i.e., oxide
surface, metal surface, oxide edges, and oxide walls.
Based on quantum chemical DFT calculations, we constructed

and optimized an oxide-covered copper surface model56, which
was derived from experimental measurements48,60,61,64. We
detailed the structural, electronic properties, and the reactivity
of the surface toward water molecules and OH groups56. The
model was also used to study by DFT the adsorption of MBT62 and
MBI63 on the oxidized copper surface. Because the adsorption of
MBT on the oxidized copper surfaces with an intact oxide film
showed that the adsorption energies were similar with two and
four oxide layers, we focused in the present work only on the two-
layer thick oxide. The choice of a 2-layer thick oxide was done on
the one hand to avoid too heavy computational calculations, on
the other hand, to model a preoxidized surface with a
noncontinuous ultrathin oxide layer. Such surfaces need to be
further protected against corrosion by organic inhibitors.
Starting from this Cu(111)∣∣Cu2O(111) model, the approach used

in the present work for the construction of the hole in the oxide
consists in removing certain copper and oxygen atoms from the
surface and interface oxide layers as described hereafter. To

Fig. 1 Model of the partially oxide-covered copper surface.
a Local depassivation. b Incomplete passivation. c Locally depassi-
vated surface contains oxide and metal parts, oxide edges, and
oxide walls, on which the organic inhibitor may adsorb differently.
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generate the hole in the oxide, we removed eight atoms of copper
and two atoms of oxygen, which correspond to four copper and
one oxygen atom in each oxide layer (surface and undersurface
oxide layers). It allows us to generate oxide holes with stable walls,
meaning that the facets are stable. The hole in the oxide has a
near-hexagonal shape and represents 11.11% (0.305 nm2) of the
oxide-surface area. Now, the surface exposes the Cu(111) metal,
the Cu2O(111) oxide and the oxide edges and oxide walls at the
interface between the two (Fig. 1c). This model is simple enough,
stable, practical, and reflects well the different parts of partially
oxide-covered copper surface. This approach can be extended to
study the oxide-island formation on a metal surface.
The bare surface exhibits several distinct copper and oxygen

atomic sites, as shown in Fig. 2. The oxide part is identical to the
perfect Cu2O(111) surface. It exhibits copper- (Cucsa) and oxygen-
(Odn) saturated atoms, and copper- (Cucus) and oxygen- (Oup)
unsaturated atoms. The walls and the edges of the hole in the
oxide also expose Cucsa and Cucus sites and Odn and Oup sites. In
addition, they exhibit oxygen sites labeled O�

up, which are bonded
to only two copper atoms. In contrast, the Odn and Oup atoms
form four and three bonds with copper atoms, respectively.
Finally, the metal part contains only the metal Cu atoms with top,
bridge, and hollow sites.

Adsorption of MBT on the partially oxide-covered copper
surfaces
The MBT molecule was modeled in thione (MBTH) and radical
thiolate (MBT°) forms. The thiol conformer is less stable in vacuum
and aqueous phases25,51,65,66 than thione form, and for this
reason, it is not considered here. The physicochemical properties
of the MBT molecule have been described in the literature65–68.
Figure 3 shows the MBTH and MBT° forms. In order to better

describe the adsorption mode on the surface, we also represented
the molecular plane and the Z axis of the molecule (axis joining
the exocyclic S atom and the carbon C7 atom). The orientation of
the molecule with the surface is defined by the tilt angle of the Z
axis and the molecular plane with respect to the surface plane.
In the present work, we focused on the formation of a full MBT

(H) monolayer on the partially oxide-covered copper surface. We
know from our previous study that a full MBT layer can form on
oxidized copper surfaces with an intact oxide film, with a density
of 3.27 molecule/nm2. The supercell used was a 3 × 3 unit cell of
the oxide, containing 9 MBT-adsorbed molecules. In the present
work, the hole created in the oxide layer has an area, 0.305 nm2,
corresponding to that occupied by one molecule in the full
organic monolayer on the oxide. By maintaining the number of 9
MBT molecules per supercell, the monolayer consists of six
molecules adsorbed on each unsaturated Cucus site on the oxide
surface and two molecules adsorbed on each unsaturated Cucus
site of the oxide edges. The 9th molecule can be adsorbed on the
oxide edge, the oxide wall, or on the metal at the bottom of the
oxide hole. We envisaged these three configurations, studying for
each one the most stable adsorption mode.
Since it was found from previous work that, at high coverage,

both the thione and thiolate forms adsorb with their planes
perpendicular to the surface, both on the bare metal surface51 and
on the fully oxide-covered surface62, we did not consider the tilt
and parallel orientations as starting configurations in the present
work, but only the perpendicular orientation for the initial position
of the molecules. Thus, MBT was initially oriented to the surface
via the -S -S atoms or -S -N (NH) atoms.
The results obtained for the most relevant configurations are

shown in Fig. 4 for the thione species and the adsorption of MBTH
on each area of the partially oxidized copper surface is shown in
Fig. 5. The snapshots in Fig. 5a, b correspond to the molecules
adsorbed on the oxide surface and the snapshot in Fig. 5c to the
molecules adsorbed on the oxide edges. They are similar for the
configurations 1 and 2 in Fig. 4. The difference between the two
configurations is in the adsorption of the 9th molecule shown in
snapshot in Fig. 5d, e, where the 9th molecule is adsorbed on the
metal surface in configuration 1 and on the oxide wall in
configuration 2. The relevant adsorption configurations for the
thiolate form are shown in Fig. 6 and the adsorption of MBT° on
each area of the partially oxidized copper surface is shown in Fig.
7. The snapshot in Fig. 7a corresponds to the molecules adsorbed
on the oxidized surface and the oxide edges, which is similar for
all configurations in Fig. 6 and relates to eight molecules on the
surface. The differences between the configurations 1–4 are

Fig. 2 Reactive sites on the partially oxide-covered copper
surface. a Oxide surface, b oxide edges and oxide-wall surface,
and c metal surface.

Fig. 3 MBT molecule under the thione (MBTH) and thiolate (MBT°)
forms at isolated state. The Z axis passes through the Sexo and
C7 atoms.
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depicted in snapshots of Fig. 7b-e. They are for the 9th molecule. It
is adsorbed on the metallic surface, in configurations 1 and 2
(snapshot in Fig. 7b, c), and on the oxide walls, in configurations 3
and 4 (Fig. 7d, e). The snapshots in Fig. 7b, c correspond to the
molecule adsorbed on the metal surface via -S -S or via -S -N
atoms, respectively, and the snapshots in Fig. 7d, e correspond to
the molecule adsorbed on the oxide walls via -S atom or via -S -N
atoms, respectively.
Table 1 compiles the adsorption energies of the thione and

thiolate forms of MBT calculated by equation (1), for the most
stable configurations. The negative values of the adsorption
energy indicate that the adsorption process involving the different
parts of the partially oxide-covered copper surface is an
exothermic process. We calculated an adsorption energy of
−2.73 and −2.61 eV/molecule for the configurations 1 and 2 of
MBTH represented in Fig. 4. For MBT° in Fig. 6, the adsorption
energies are −3.12 and −3.11 eV/molecule, for configurations 1
and 2, respectively, and −3.04 and −3.05 eV/molecule, for
configurations 3 and 4, respectively. For both species, these
adsorption energies are in the range of what we found for the
interaction of MBT at the same coverage on the fully oxide-
covered copper surface, for which the values were −2.71 and
−3.11 eV/molecule for MBTH and MBT°, respectively62. However,
the adsorption modes and the interaction mechanisms of the
molecules are different and depend, in particular, on the different
zones of the surfaces of the partially oxide-covered surface as
illustrated by Fig. 1. Thus, a further step in the study was to
understand the adsorption modes on each zone for both forms of
the MBT molecule, and this is presented hereafter.

Adsorption on the oxide surface. On the oxide surface, the
orientation of the adsorbed molecules is similar to that found on
the fully oxide-covered surface for both MBT and MBT∘ forms. We
recall that the molecule plane stands perpendicular to the surface
and the -S -N (NH) atoms are directed toward the surface, which
favors the formation of covalent and H-bonds between molecule
and surface62. The -S -N orientation of the molecule toward the
surface is more stable than -S -S orientation by 0.35 eV/molecule
on oxidized copper surfaces with an intact oxide film62. The
surface-relaxation effects on the oxidized copper surface with an
intact oxide film have been described in our previous work62.

Here, we observed similar behavior that the site symmetry is
maintained when the molecules are adsorbed on the partially
oxidized copper surface.
For MBTH adsorbed on the oxide surface of the partially oxide-

covered system, there are two adsorption configurations. The first
adsorption configuration, shown by the snapshot in Fig. 5a is
identical to the adsorption of MBTH on oxidized copper surfaces
with an intact oxide film62. The tilt angle of the Z axis is about 35°.
MBTH is adsorbed in intact form and it binds covalently via the
Sexo atom on top Cucus site and the bond length of Sexo–Cucus is
2.16Å. The molecule forms also an H-bond via the NH group to
Oup atoms. The distance of NH...Oup is in the range from 1.5
to 1.7Å. Thus, the MBTH form adopted the orientation from Cucus
to Oup on the oxide surface, which favors the formation of
H-bonding. In this case, this requires that both Cucus and Oup sites
are localized on the oxide surface.
The second configuration shown by the snapshot in Fig. 5b

corresponds to MBTH adsorbed in the dissociative form by
deprotonation of the NH group. The mechanism leads to the
formation of an OH group on the oxide edge and the molecule gets
into the thiolate form. This reaction is spontaneous and occurs
without any activation energy. We observed this behavior only when
the NH group of MBTH is directed toward an O�

up atom, which misses
two bonds with copper atoms and is localized on the oxide edge.
Now, the Z axis of the molecule forms an angle of 30∘ with the
surface. The adsorbed molecule forms an H-bond via the N atom and
OH group and the distance N¼HO�

up is 1.68Å. The molecule also
forms covalent bond via the Sexo atom on top Cucus site. The
Sexo–Cucus bond length is 2.16Å. In this configuration, we can
consider that the molecule is shared between the oxide surface and
the oxide edge. This dissociative adsorption of MBTH contrasts with
the first configuration and the results obtained on oxidized copper
surfaces with an intact oxide film that showed that the dissociative
adsorption of MBTH is not favored62. This also illustrates the presence
on the surface of areas with acidic-site behavior (oxide surface) and
others with basic-site behavior (oxide edges).
The MBT° species adsorbs via two covalent bonds on the

oxide-covered surface (snapshot in Fig. 7a). It binds via the Sexo
atom to Cucus and via the N atom to Cucsa, with bond lengths of
Sexo–Cucus and N–Cucsa are 2.14 and 1.95 Å, respectively. The
adopted orientation is from Cucus to Cucsa on the oxide surface

Fig. 4 Configurations 1 and 2 of MBTH form adsorbed on the partially oxide-covered copper surface. Illustration of side and top views and
different adsorption sites on partially oxide-covered copper.
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and the Z axis tilted about 25° from the surface plane. This
adsorption mode for MBT° on the oxide-surface part is in
agreement with that found at similar coverage on oxidized
copper surfaces with an intact oxide film62.

Adsorption on the metal surface. For MBTH adsorbed on the
metal surface at the bottom of the oxide hole, the most stable
configuration, shown by the snapshot in Fig. 5d, is obtained with
both sulfur atoms oriented toward the metal and the molecule
plane oriented perpendicular to the surface plane. The Z axis of
the molecule forms a tilt angle of 41° with the surface plane.
Regarding the total energy difference (ΔE), the orientations via
only -S or -S -N of the molecule toward the surface are less stable
than the -S -S orientation by 0.22 and 0.29 eV, respectively. MBTH
is adsorbed through the Sexo atom close to bridge site and the
Sendo atom is localized on top site of copper metal surface. Indeed,
the sulfur atoms can accommodate in hollow or bridge position at
high coverage on the bare Cu(111) surface51. The bond lengths of
Sexo–Cu are 2.40 and 2.34Å close to the bridge site and the
distance of Sendo–Cu is 3.01Å on the top site. These results are
consistent with those obtained on the oxide-free Cu(111) surface51

that showed that the MBTH molecule in the most stable
monolayer with a density of 3.9 molecule/nm2 comprises two
Cu–S bonds and is organized with a (3 × 3) superstructure. A
similar adsorption mode was also found at lower density of 1.5
molecule/nm2, however, with the two sulfur atoms of the
molecule localized on a hollow hcp site like adsorbed atomic
sulfur on Cu(111), whereas a mixed hollow and bridge position is
reported at a coverage of 3.9 molecule/nm2 51.

MBT° is also adsorbed in a perpendicular orientation on the
metal surface at the bottom of the oxide hole. However,
the dehydrogenation of the MBT molecule makes the N site of
the MBT° form more reactive. As a result, adsorbed MBT° can be
oriented perpendicular via the -S -S atoms (Configuration 1 in
Fig. 6 and snapshot in Fig. 7b) or via the -S -N atoms
(Configuration 2 in Fig. 6 and snapshot in Fig. 7c) toward the
metal surface. The Z axis of the molecule is tilted by 43° and 32°,
respectively, from the surface plane. Regarding the total energy
difference (ΔE), the adsorption of MBT° via the -S -S atoms is
more stable by 0.11 eV than the adsorption via the -S -N atoms.
However, the adsorption-energy difference (ΔEads) is only of
0.01 eV/molecule and reveals that both adsorption types are
isoenergetic. For MBT∘ adsorbed on the oxide-free Cu(111)
surface, a value of 0.10 eV was reported as adsorption-energy
difference between the two configurations (-S -S and -S -N) at
low molecular density (coverage of 1.5 molecule/nm2) and the
thiolate form makes two S–Cu bonds at high density (coverage
of 3.9 molecule/nm2) like the thione form51. In the present case,
for -S–S-adsorption configuration, the Sexo and Sendo atoms are
close to bridge and top copper metal sites, respectively. The
bond lengths of Sexo–Cu are 2.30 and 2.38 Å and the bond
length of Sendo–Cu is 2.75 Å. Whereas, for the -S -N adsorption
configuration, the Sexo is located on the bridge site with the
bond lengths Sexo–Cu of 2.28 and 2.46 Å on oxide-free Cu(111).
At the bottom of the oxide hole, Sexo atom binds also covalently
with the Cucsa of the interfacial oxide plane, with a bond length
Sexo–Cucsa of 2.53 Å. The N atoms are located on the top site of
a Cu metal atom and the bond length of N–Cu is 2.14 Å.

Fig. 5 Different snapshots of MBTH adsorbed on different parts of partially oxide-covered copper surface. a and b Illustrate adsorption of
MBTH on the oxide surface, c on the oxide edges, d on metal surface (configuration 1), and e on the oxide wall (configuration 2).
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Comparison of the interaction of MBT with the oxide-free
copper surface reveals that MBT adsorbs more strongly on the
fully oxidized copper surface62 and on the partially oxidized
copper surface than on the metal surface. Vernack et al.51

reported an adsorption-energy value of −1.40 eV/molecule for
the thione species on the Cu(111) surface at a coverage of 3.9
molecule/nm2, where the molecules are oriented via -S -S
toward the metal surface and sit on hollow and bridge sites.
Geng et al.69 reported that the adsorption of benzene thiolate
on the fcc-bridge site of the (111) surface of metals, including
Cu(111), is stronger via the S atom, with an adsorption energy
of −2.26 eV/molecule

Adsorption on the oxide edges. For MBTH adsorbed at the edges
of the oxide hole, as shown by the snapshot in Fig. 5c, the most
stable configuration corresponds to the dissociative adsorption
instead of intact molecular adsorption. We observed the proton
transfer from the NH group to the oxygen localized on the
oxide edges and this time the molecule binds via N..HO�

up
H-bonding instead of NH...Oup H-bonding observed on the
oxide surface. The distance N...HO is 1.67 Å. The molecule also

forms a covalent bond via the exocyclic sulfur atom on top of
an unsaturated copper present on the oxide edges, with bond
lengths of Sexo–Cucus of 2.14 Å. This adsorption configuration of
MBTH on the oxide edges is similar to the second configuration
obtained for MBTH shared between the oxide and the oxide-
edge parts (snapshots in Fig. 5b, c). We note that the
dissociation process is spontaneous. The plane of the molecule
is perpendicular to the surface and the Z axis is tilted by about
45° with respect to the surface plane.
The thiolate conformer adsorbed on the oxide edges (snap-

shot in Fig. 7a) adopts a similar adsorption configuration as on
the oxide surface, with the molecule bonded via Sexo to Cucus
and via N to Cucsa. The molecular plane is perpendicular to the
surface and the Z axis is tilted by about 25∘. The bond lengths of
Sexo–Cucus and N–Cucsa are 2.12 and 1.96 Å, respectively.

Adsorption on the oxide walls. For the MBTH adsorbed at the walls
of the oxide hole, as shown by the snapshot in Fig. 5e, the most
stable configuration corresponds to the perpendicular orientation to
the surface plane. However, MBTH is directed to the surface only via
the exocyclic sulfur atom and the NH group is directed toward the

Fig. 6 Configurations from 1 to 4 of MBT° form adsorbed on the partially oxide-covered copper surface. Illustration of side and top views
and different adsorption sites on partially oxide-covered copper.
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oxide wall, which leads to the Z axis being perpendicular to the
surface plane (tilt angle is almost 90°). In other words, the Z axis is
parallel to the oxide-wall surface. The Sexo atom is localized at the
distance of 4.17Å from the metal surface, and thus not bonded to
the metal Cu atoms. MBTH binds covalently via Sexo to Cucsa with
bond lengths of Sexo–Cucsa of 2.44Å. It also forms an H-bond via the
NH group to an Oup surface atom with an NH...Oup distance of 1.79 Å.

For the MBT° conformer, the most stable configuration is with
the plane of the molecule also perpendicular to the surface plane.
The molecule is oriented toward the surface only via the Sexo
atom and the N (or Sendo) atom is directed to the oxide wall like
for adsorbed MBTH form. In this case also, the Z axis of the
molecule is parallel to the oxide-wall surface. In configuration 3 in
Fig. 6, the snapshot in Fig. 7d, MBT° forms two covalent bonds
with the oxide wall via the Sexo to two Cucsa sites at bond lengths
of Sexo–Cucsa of 2.22 and 2.47 Å. The Cucsa sites involved in the
formation of the covalent bond are localized on the oxide-wall
surface. The Sexo atom is localized at a vertical distance of 3.96Å
from the metal surface and not bonded to metal Cu atoms.
However, the deprotonation of the MBT allows the molecule to
slide along the oxide-wall surface. Indeed, in another adsorption
configuration (configuration 4 in Fig. 6, snapshot in Fig. 7e), the
Sexo atom of the molecule is localized closer to the metal surface
at the vertical distance of 2.80 Å. MBT° binds covalently via the
Sexo and N atoms to Cucsa sites at bond lengths of Sexo–Cucsa and
N–Cucsa of 2.42 and 2.03Å, respectively. The Cucsa sites involved
in the covalent bonding are localized on the oxide-wall surface.
The two configurations have similar adsorption energy (ΔEads=
0.01 eV) and we calculated a total energy difference (ΔE) of
0.10 eV. This indicates that these two adsorption modes of
thiolate on the oxide walls are isoenergetic.

Fig. 7 Different snapshots of MBT° adsorbed on different parts of partially oxide-covered copper surface. a Illustrates the adsorption on
the oxide surface and oxide edges, b and c on the metal surface (configurations 1 and 2), and d and e on the oxide walls (configurations 3
and 4).

Table 1. Adsorption energy (Eads in eV/molecule) and total energy
difference (ΔEtotal in eV) of MBT for the thione (MBTH) and thiolate
(MBT°) species adsorbed on the partially oxide-covered copper surface
(Cu(111)∣∣Cu2O(111)-hole system). The adsorption energy is calculated
using equation (1) for MBTH and MBT° forms.

MBT species Eads (eV/molecule) ΔEtotal (eV) Fig.

MBTH −2.73 0.00 Fig. 4 Conf.1

−2.61 1.05 Fig. 4 Conf.2

MBT∘ −3.12 0.00 Fig. 6 Conf.1

−3.11 0.11 Fig. 6 Conf.2

−3.05 0.76 Fig. 6 Conf.3

−3.04 0.66 Fig. 6 Conf.4
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Electronic analysis of MBT adsorbed on the partially oxide-
covered copper surface
In order to provide more details on the molecule-surface
interaction, we analyzed the charge density difference (Δρ(r)),
using equation (3). Figures 8 and 9 show the charge-density
difference for MBT thione and thiolate species, respectively,
adsorbed on the different parts of the partially oxide-covered
surface. For better visualization of the isosurface, we represented
the charge-density difference of only one molecule for each
adsorption mode and plotted with an isosurface of ± 0.0004 e/Å3

and ± 0.0009 e/Å3 for the thione and thiolate species, respectively.
Figure 8a and b shows the charge density difference of MBTH

adsorbed on the oxide surface, and Fig. 8c on the oxide edges.
The strength of the bonding of the molecule to the surface is
confirmed by the formation of covalent and H bonds. The charge-
density accumulation (light-blue color) between the Sexo and Cucus
atoms corresponds to the formation of a Sexo-Cucus covalent bond.
NH...Oup H-bonding is confirmed by the charge-density accumula-
tion on the Oup atom and charge-density depletion (green color)
on the hydrogen atom of the NH group. The dissociative
adsorption of MBTH is also confirmed by charge-density analysis
in Fig. 8b and c which shows charge-density accumulation on the
N atom and charge-density depletion on the hydrogen atom
adsorbed on O�

up, localized at the oxide edge. This confirms
N � � �HO�

up H-bonding.
On the metal at the bottom of the oxide holes, the MBTH

conformer interacts via both sulfur (-S -S) atoms, as observed in
Fig. 8d, by the charge-density accumulation and depletion on the
sulfur atoms and metal copper-surface atoms, respectively.

In Fig. 8e, the strong interaction of MBTH with the oxide walls is
confirmed. Indeed, we observe charge-density accumulation
(light-blue color) and depletion (green color) on the Sexo and
Cucsa atoms, respectively, confirming the Sexo–Cucsa covalent
bonding. The charge-density accumulation on the Oup atom and
the charge density depletion on the hydrogen atom of the NH
group also confirms the NH...Oup H-bonding.
Figure 9a corresponds to MBT° adsorbed on the oxide surface

and on the oxide edges. The analysis confirms again the strength
of the adsorption on both parts by the formation of S–Cucus and
N–Cucsa covalent bonds. We recall that both parts show similar
adsorption configurations of MBT°.
Figure 9b, c corresponds to MBT° adsorbed on the metal surface

at the bottom of the oxide holes by -S -S atoms and by -S -N
atoms, respectively. They show charge density accumulation and
depletion on different atoms involved in the formation of covalent
bonds between the molecule and the metal surface. In addition, a
charge-density accumulation and depletion is observed on the
Sexo atom and the Cucsa atom localized on the oxide wall (Fig. 9c).
Again, these results confirm the strong interaction of MBT° with
the metal surface by the formation of S–Cu and N–Cu
covalent bonds.
Figure 9d, e confirms strong adsorption also on the oxide walls.

In Fig. 9d, the molecule MBT° interacts via the Sexo atom to Cucsa,
which is confirmed by the charge-density accumulation and
depletion on these two atoms. In Fig. 9e, the respective charge-
density accumulation and depletion on the Sexo and Cucsa atoms
and on the N and Cucsa atoms confirm again the formation of
Sexo–Cucsa and N–Cucsa covalent bonds.

Fig. 8 Charge-density difference analysis for MBTH adsorbed on
partially oxide-covered copper surface. a and b Snapshots on the
oxide surface, c on the oxide edges, d on the metal surface, and e on
the oxide wall. Light blue and green colors of isosurface correspond
to accumulation and depletion of charge density, respectively.

Fig. 9 Charge-density difference analysis for MBT° adsorbed on
partially oxide-covered copper surface. a Snapshot on the oxide
surface and oxide edges, b and c on the metal surface, and d and
e on the oxide walls. Light blue and green colors of the isosurface
correspond to accumulation and depletion of charge density,
respectively.
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Table 2 summarizes the Bader charge analysis calculated by
equation (4) for MBTH and MBT° adsorbed on different areas of
the partially oxide-covered copper surface.
For MBTH, the Bader charge analysis reveals an electron transfer

from the organic layer to the oxide. Each molecule loses an
average of 0.15 ± 0.05 electron. However, when MBTH is adsorbed
intact on the metal and the oxide parts, the electron transfer is
slightly higher than for dissociative adsorption by 0.05 electron.
The gain of electrons is localized in the oxide part (ΔQ= 0.16 ±
0.01 electron/molecule). We note that the copper metal atoms
show no significant change after adsorption (ΔQ < ± 0.02 electron/
molecule). Despite the molecule losing electronic charge, the Sexo
atom in the molecule is charged negatively, regardless of the
adsorption site. The electrons come from the redistribution of the
electrons on the molecule. The Sexo atom gains from 0.10 to 0.15
electron and from 0.20 to 0.25 electron for the intact and
dissociative adsorption configurations, respectively.
In contrast, the Bader charge analysis for MBT° reveals that the

molecules in the organic layer gain electrons coming from the
substrate. Each molecule gains an average of 0.37 ± 0.03 electron.
As found in our previous works on the metal surface51 and on the
oxide-covered metal62, the final state of MBT is anionic even
starting from MBT∘, confirming that the MBT dissociation at the
surface is heterolytic. Most of the charge, 0.30 ± 0.02 electron/
molecule, comes from the oxide part of the substrate, and only
0.07 ± 0.01 electron/molecule from the metal part. The Sexo atom
in the molecule is again charged negatively and it gains from 0.23
to 0.34 electron.

DISCUSSION
Our results show that the partially oxide-covered copper surface
contains different sites susceptible to interact with the organic
inhibitor. The most reactive sites are Cucus, Cucsa, and Oup on the
oxide surface, Cucus, Cucsa, and O�

up on the oxide edges, Cucsa on
the oxide walls and Cu on the metal at the bottom of the oxide
holes. For both forms of MBT molecule, the exocyclic sulfur atom
remains the most reactive site, whatever the reacting part of the
partially oxide-covered copper surface. In addition, the NH group
or N atom and endocyclic sulfur atom can be involved in the
adsorption process, depending on the adsorption conformers and
the adsorption zones.
To summarize, MBTH forms an Sexo-Cucus covalent bond with an

NH...Oup or N...HO�
up H-bond on the oxide surface and the oxide

edges, an Sexo-Cucsa covalent bond and an NH...Oup H-bond on the
oxide walls, and Sexo–Cu and Sendo–Cu covalent bonds on the
metal surface. The adsorption mechanism involving the formation
of NH...Oup and N...HO�

up H-bonds corresponds to the intact and
dissociative adsorption modes, respectively. The intact adsorption
of the molecule occurs when an unsaturated oxygen (Oup) is
present, while the dissociative adsorption occurs spontaneously in
the presence of doubly unsaturated oxygen (O�

up), present at the
oxide edges. In contrast, MBT° favors the formation of two
covalent bonds, which increases its bonding to the substrate as
compared with MBTH. MBT° forms Sexo–Cucus and N–Cucsa
covalent bonds on the oxide surface and the oxide edges and
an Sexo-Cucsa and N–Cucsa or only Sexo–Cucsa covalent bonds on
the oxide walls. MBT° binds also covalently on the metal surface

via an Sexo-Cu and N–Cu or an Sexo-Cu. We found that the
formation of N–Cu or Sendo–Cu is isoenergetic on the metal
surface.
It is well known that the factors determining the efficiency of

organic inhibitors against the corrosion of metals are related to
their ability to form protective films, and depend on adsorption
energy and bonding strength on metal surfaces. Previously, we
demonstrated by quantum chemical DFT calculations that the
MBT molecule interacts strongly and forms well-ordered and
dense organic layers on both bare (oxide-free) and fully oxide-
covered copper surfaces51,62. Here, we show that the adsorption of
MBT at high coverage under thione and thiolate forms is also an
exothermic process on the partially oxide-covered copper surface.
Our energetic analysis, based on the adsorption energy calculated
by equation (1), also shows the ability of MBT to form a strongly
adsorbed organic film like on the oxide-free and fully oxide-
covered copper surface. However, as the partially oxide-covered
copper surface consists of different local parts, which present
different reactive sites, it is interesting to discuss the local
energetic trends, in order to identify on which type of surface the
MBT molecule can interact in priority.
To do that, we used equation (2) to calculate the adsorption

energy of one molecule on each zone. The protocol was to start
from the surface fully covered by the organic monolayer (nine
molecules per supercell) and to remove one molecule from each
part of interest of the partially oxide-covered copper surface (eight
molecules per supercell). We applied this protocol to all the
different configurations of MBTH and MBT∘ forms discussed above.
This allowed, by simple energy comparison, to identify the most
reactive parts of the surface.
Figure 10 shows the adsorption-energy values for MBTH and

MBT∘ on different parts of the partially oxide-covered copper
surface. Both forms of MBT interact strongly with the different
areas, however, the local reactivity and the order of the adsorption
depend on the surface type.
Oxide edges are the most reactive local surfaces with an

average energy of 3.38 eV for MBTH adsorbed in dissociative form.

Table 2. Bader charge analysis for MBTH and MBT∘ species. ΔQmol,
ΔQoxide and ΔQmetal correspond to the Bader charge analysis on the
molecule, oxide and the metal, respectively, in electron/molecule.

MBT species ΔQmol ΔQoxide ΔQmetal

MBTH +0.15 ± 0.05 −0.16 ± 0.01 ±0.02

MBT° −0.37 ± 0.03 +0.30 ± 0.02 +0.07 ± 0.03

Fig. 10 Local energetic trends. Thione and thiolate species
adsorbed on the different surface zones on a partially oxide-
covered copper surface.
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This high reactivity of the oxide edges is due to the combined
presence of both the unsaturated copper and doubly unsaturated
oxygen sites. Thus, the molecule can be expected to block these
sites that are susceptible to interact with aggressive ions, like
chloride ions, and thus are highly sensitive to corrosion. The
second most reactive part is the oxide surface, which contains the
unsaturated copper and oxygen sites, with an energy of
−3.05 eV. In this case, the presence of the molecule on the oxide
surface enhances the barrier properties of the oxide film. The third
most reactive local part is the metal surface with an energy of
−2.83 eV for MBTH. The adsorption of MBTH can thus protect the
metal surface from interaction with the environment in the locally
depassivated areas where the oxide has been removed. Note that
this energy is significantly higher than that calculated for a plain
MBT SAM on Cu(111), −1.4 eV/molecule51. In contrast, MBT°
presents similar reactivity toward the oxide surface, oxide edges,
and metal-surface local parts, with energies ranging from −2.75 to
−2.90 eV, showing thus no local hierarchy between these three
types of surface. Both for MBTH and MBT°, oxide walls present the
lowest reactivity, which is because it contains only saturated
copper sites. The interaction energies of MBTH and MBT° on the
oxide walls are −2.05 and −2.24 eV, respectively. Despite being
the least reactive toward the inhibitor molecule, the interactions
energies show that the adsorption of MBT molecule on the oxide
walls, combined with adsorption of the oxide edges, can be
expected to slow down the dissolution of the oxide and the
enlargement of the depassivated areas. Besides, the present study
shows that when low coordinated Cu and O sites are exposed,
they are the favored sites for adsorption. Thus, the inhibition will
increase when the oxide wall orientation is a nanofacet with a
high density of low coordinated sites.
The construction of an original model of copper partially

covered by an ultrathin copper oxide film enabled the study of the
bonding mechanisms, energetic trends, stability, and electronic
properties of the MBT-corrosion inhibitor adsorbed on the
different parts of an incompletely passivated surface (or locally
depassivated) by means of DFT quantum chemical calculations.
The results show the ability of the MBT molecule to form a

strongly adsorbed organic film on the oxide-covered copper
surface, whatever the thione or thiolate forms and the surface
zones. However, differences in the adsorption mechanisms and
the bonding strength are evidenced between the forms of MBT
and the considered local surface.
The reactive surface sites are the coordinatively unsaturated

(Cucus), coordinatively saturated (Cucsa) Cu atoms of the oxide, Cu
atoms of the metal, and unsaturated (Oup) and doubly unsaturated
(O�

up) oxygen atoms of the oxide, according to the local nature of
the surface. In the MBT molecule, the Sexo atom is the most
reactive site and the molecule can also interact via the Sendo or N
atoms or the NH group, according to the adsorbed conformer.
MBTH can form one covalent bond by Sexo–Cucus on the oxide

edges and oxide surface or by Sexo–Cucsa on the oxide walls, in
addition to one NH...Oup or N...HO�

up H-bond in the intact or
dissociative adsorption, respectively. Dissociative adsorption is
promoted by the doubly unsaturated O�

up sites at the oxide edges.
On the metal surface, MBTH can chemically bond via both Sexo
and Sendo to Cu atoms. Decreasing order of local adsorption
strength is as follows: oxide edges > oxide surface >metal surface
> oxide walls.
MBT∘ can form two covalent bonds by Sexo–Cucus and N–Cucsa

on the oxide edges and on the oxide surface or by Sexo–Cucsa and
N–Cucsa on the oxide walls. On the metal surface, it can chemically
bond by Sexo–Cu and N–Cu or by both S atoms. The order of local
adsorption strength is oxide edges= oxide surface=metal sur-
face > oxide walls.
The strong interaction of the MBT molecule on different local

parts of the partially oxidized copper surface reveals its ability to
block the initiation of localized corrosion (pitting) and to protect

depassivated (or incompletely passivated) areas by mitigating the
dissolution of both the oxide and the bare metal.

METHODS
Computational details
All calculations were performed by applying the framework of DFT with
the periodic plane-wave basis set implemented in Vienna Ab initio
Simulation Package (VASP)70–73. All results reported have been obtained
with projector-augmented wave potentials using a 450 eV plane wave
cutoff74,75. Electron exchange and correlation terms were treated within
the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) of Perdew–Burke–Ernzehof
(PBE) functional76,77. We used a Methfessel–Paxton smearing78 with
smearing value of 0.1 eV. Because of the large unit-cell size used in
calculations, the Brillouin zone sampling was restricted to the Γ-point79.
van der Waals contributions were considered in the local van der Waals
density-functional scheme proposed by Dion et al.80 and Klimeŝ et al.81–83

and calculations were carried out using OptB86b-vdw level82, offering a
good compromise for the lattice parameters of bulk Cu metal and Cu2O
oxide with equilibrium values of 3.599 (–0.30%) and 4.272Å (+0.05%), in
good agreement with experimental values of 3.6184 and 4.27Å85,
respectively. Atomic positions were relaxed with the conjugate-gradient
(CG) algorithm, until forces on each moving atom were less than 0.02
eVÅ−1. The oxide layer and the atoms from the molecules were let free to
relax. All calculations are done without any constraint on the structure,
except the two bottom layers of the metals (asymmetric slab).

Energy analysis
The adsorption energy of the MBT molecule under thione (MBTH) and
thiolate (MBT°) forms was calculated as

Eads ¼ ½Eð slab/MBTÞ � EðslabÞ � nEðMBT Þ�=n (1)

where E(slab/MBT) is the total energy of the system with MBTH or MBT°
adsorbed on the slab surface. E(slab) and E(MBT) are the energies of the
bare, relaxed Cu(111)∣∣Cu2O(111) slab and the free MBTH or MBT° molecule
optimized in vacuum, respectively. n is the number of molecules on the
surface. MBT is more likely to be present in the anionic form rather than as
a radical in aqueous solution. However, here we compare different
adsorption configurations and adsorption sites for the same molecular
state, and the ranking in energy will not be modified by adding the
anionization free energy of MBT.
When two configurations i and j are energetically compared, we use the

total energy difference ΔE= E(i) – E (j) as well as the average energy
difference (per molecule) ΔEads= Eads(i) –Eads(j), where E(i) and E(j) are the
total energies, and Eads(i) and Eads(j) are the average adsorption energies of
configurations i and j, respectively.
In order to estimate the reactivity of different parts of the partially oxide-

covered copper surface toward the MBT molecule, we calculated the
energy trends of MBT on different surface zones as:

E�ads ¼ �ðEðslab=MBTn�1Þ þ EðMBTÞ � Eðslab=MBTnÞÞ (2)

where E(slab/MBTn) and E(slab/MBTn−1) correspond to the total energy of
the n and (n− 1) molecules adsorbed on the slab surface, respectively.

Electronic analysis
We plotted the charge-density difference expressed as follows:

ΔρðrÞ ¼ ρðrÞslab=mol � ðρðrÞslab þ ρðrÞmolÞ (3)

where ρ(r)slab/mol is the charge-density distribution on the adsorbed
system. ρ(r)slab and ρ(r)mol are the charge-density distributions on the
isolated slab and the molecule for the geometry after adsorption,
respectively.
The net charge variation was determined on each atom by

ΔQðxÞ ¼ QadsðxÞ � QvacðxÞ (4)

where Qads(x) and Qvac(x) are the net charges on each atom (Bader
population analysis)86 of the adsorbed and free molecule, respectively.
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